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Abstract: We report new interferometric angular diameter observations of 41 carbon stars observed with the Palomar Testbed 

Interferometer (PTI).  Two of these stars are CH carbon stars and represent the first such measurements for this subtype.  Of these, 39 
have Yamashita (1972, 1975) spectral classes and are of sufficiently high quality that we may determine the dependence of effective 
temperature on spectral type.  We find that there is a tendency for the effective temperature to increase with increasing temperature 
index by ~120K per step, starting at TEFF≈2500K for C3,y.  Overall, the median effective temperature for the carbon star sample is 
found to be 2800±270K, and the median linear radius is 360±100 R

�
.  We also find agreement on average within 15K with the TEFF

determinations of Bergeat (2001, 2002a,b), and a refinement of carbon star angular size prediction based on V & K magnitudes is 
presented that is good to an rms of 12%.

A subsample of our stars have sufficient {u,v} coverage to permit non-spherical modeling of their photospheres, and a general 
tendency for detection of statistically significant departures from sphericity with increasing signal-to-noise of the interferometric data 
is seen.  The implications of most --- and potentially all --- carbon stars being non-spherical is considered in the context of surface 
inhomogeneities and a rotation-mass loss connection.  A possible correlation between the increasing mass loss rates of Claussen (1987) 
and increasing oblateness is observed.

Table 1: Circular and ellipsoidal fits to PTI data for carbon stars with NS and NW baseline data.

Figure 7: Reference angular sizes θV=0 versus V-K color, and associated 
fit:

log10θV=0=(0.796±0.107) + (0.212±0.014) × (V-K)

Figure 4: From Yamashita (1972, 1975), a comparison of effective temperature 
versus spectral types for the common sample of 40 stars:

TEFF = (117 ± 13)x + (2183 ±72)

where |(∆T)ABS|=152K and χν
2=5.2.  As noted Figure 2, the two hottest objects 

are atypical and are not included in this fit.  The indicated anti-correlation of 
TEFF with Yamashita spectral subtype is consistent with the expectation from 
Tsuji et al. (1981) and the initial indications found in Dyck et al. (1996).

Figure 2: A comparison of our effective temperatures versus those from Bergeat
et al. (2002).  The two hottest objects, HD30443 & HD59643, are members of the 
‘hot carbon’ group of Bergeat et al. (2001), also noted as CH subtypes by Yamashita 
et al. (1972, 1975b).  CH stars are thought to be a distinct group of high-velocity 
carbon stars (Yamashita et al. 1975a).

Figure 6: An example spectral energy distribution fit performed for this 
investigation.  Using the model atmosphere of Aringer et al. (2009), FBOL was derived, 
using the limb-darkened model atmosphere with TEFF=2800K, log g=-0.40, M=2M�, 
fit to HD2342 photometry with AV=0.75 mag.

Figure 1a (left): Stellar limb fits for the carbon stars in this study, including circular (red solid 
line) and elliptical (green dotted line).  Outlier data point at {-0.9,-1.1} mas for HD 19881, {-0.9,-
0.7} mas for HD144578 not included in fit data; outliers at {-0.8,-1.3} mas for HIP92194 also 
discarded.

Figure 1a (right): Stellar limb fits for the carbon stars in this study, including circular (red 
solid line) and elliptical (green dotted line).

Figure 3: Difference in reduced χν
2 fit values for elliptical versus circular on-

sky photosphere fits; blue points are carbon stars, red points are the giant 
check stars.  There is a general tendency for ∆χν

2 to increase with increasing 
angular size, which correlates with increased angular size SNR. From this 

trend, we derive a general expectation that non-sphericity will be seen for all 
stars of sufficient angular size.

Figure 5:  Our values for oblateness oab=a/b-1 versus mass loss rates from 
Claussen et al. 1987, with a fit line described by:

oab = (0.11±0.06) × log10(dM/dt) + (0.82±0.41)

with χν
2=0.49.

with a rms error of 12%; 
V-K uncertainty in this 
plot is dominated by V
variability.  This 
represents a 2.2×
improvement over the 
previous predictive fit in 
van Belle (1999).


